We consider spacelike graphs Γ f of simple products (M × N, g × −h) where (M, g) and (N, h) are Riemannian manifolds and f : M → N is a smooth map. Under the condition of the Cheeger constant of M to be zero and some condition on the second fundamental form at infinity, we conclude that if Γ f ⊂ M × N has parallel mean curvature H then H = 0. This holds trivially if M is closed. If M is the m-hyperbolic space then for any constant c, we describe an explicit foliation of H m × R by hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature c.
Introduction
The problem of estimating the mean curvature of a surface of R 3 described by a graph of a function f : R 2 → R was first introduced in 1955 by E. Heinz [12] . He proved that if f is defined on the disc x 2 + y 2 < R 2 and the mean curvature satisfies H ≥ c > 0, where c is a constant, then R ≤ 1 c . So, if f is defined in all R 2 and H is constant, then H = 0. Ten years later this problem was extended and solved for the case of a map f : R m → R by Chern [5] and independently, by Flanders [9] . In 1986, Jim Eells suggested to the author a generalization of this problem in her Ph.D thesis ( [15] , [16] ). We recall the formulation of the problem.
Let (M, g) and (N, h) be two Riemannian manifolds of dimension m and n respectively, and f : M → N a smooth map. The graph of f , Γ f := {(p, f (p)) : p ∈ M } is a submanifold of M × N of dimension m. We take on M × N the product metric g × h, and on Γ f , the induced oneg. Let H denote the mean curvature vector of Γ f . On M it is defined the Cheeger constant volume of D, with respect to the metric g. This constant is zero, if, for example, M is a closed manifold, or if (M, g) is a simple Riemannian manifold, i.e., there exists a diffeomorphism φ : (M, g) → (R m , <, >) onto R m such that λg ≤ φ * <, >≤ µg for some positive constants λ, µ. Then we have got Theorem 1.1. ( [15] , [16] ) If Γ f has parallel mean curvature with c = H , then for each oriented compact domain D ⊂ M we have the isoperimetric inequality
.
In case N is oriented one dimensional with unit vector field "1", we do not need parallel mean curvature to obtain a formula
is a unit normal to Γ f . This led to a more general result:
( [15] , [16] ) If N is oriented of dimension one and f : M → N is any map, then
This generalizes the inequality of Heinz-Chern-Flanders to graphs of functions f : M → R. We note that it is not possible to relax the assumption of H to be constant to 0 ≤ H ≤ C, where C is a constant, without further assumptions, to conclude minimality. In fact we have the following example: Set f :
A more difficult kind of problem is the so-called Bernstein-type problems, that amounts to determine geometric conditions to conclude that a minimal submanifold must be totally geodesic. Recently Rosenberg [14] (ii) If, in addition, K M (q) > 0 at some point q ∈ M , then the graph is a slice.
The proof is inspired in the ideas of Chern [6] of a proof of a Bernstein theorem in case m = 2, and consists on computing the Laplacian of the support function Θ = ν, e , where ν is a globally defined unit normal vector field of the normal bundle, and e is a constant unit vector field tangent to the factor R. The assumption of K M ≥ 0 is necessary, since in [7] and [13] it is shown the existence of non-trivial entire minimal graphs when M 2 = H 2 is the hyperbolic plane.
In the case M = H m the Cheeger constant is (m − 1). We have an example constructed by the author in [15] 
where r(x) = log 
In [16] we only give a brief explanation that this example exists in [15] . So we will give in the Appendix (section 3) the proof of Proposition 1.1, that reproduces the proof in [15] . Moreover, a slightly modified proof of this one gives a proof of Proposition 1.3 for the Lorentzian case. We also note the following:
Remark. If we fix d and let c to vary, then we also have a foliation of H m × R, on a neighbourhood of H m × {d}, by hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature c, with c varying on each leaf. This also holds for the Lorentzian case of Proposition 1.3. The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out this interesting detail.
In this note we study the case of M ×N is endowed with the pseudo-Riemannian metric g × −h. We abusively still call "minimal" submanifolds, the ones that satisfy H = 0. Note that a graph Γ f is spacelike iff f * h ≤ bg with b : M → R a continuous locally Lipschitz function satisfying 0 ≤ b(p) < 1, ∀p ∈ M . If N is one-dimensional then b = ∇f . In section 2 we will prove the following: 
In particular, if (1) or (2) below holds:
(1) Γ f has constant mean curvature, h(M) = 0, and b ≤ C < 1 for some constant C;
then Γ f is a minimal spacelike hypersurface. This is the case of M compact.
If b is not bounded by a constant C < 1 or h(M) = 0, we have an example, very similar to the one of Proposition 1.1, except on a sign in some term of the denominator. 
. . , n. If k = n this example and the ones of Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 are described as constant mean curvature graphs of a function f : (M, g) → R of the form f (x) = φ(r(x)), where r(x) is the distance function in (M, g) to a fixed point and φ : R → R is a smooth function. Such f are in fact smooth maps because r 2 is so, and φ (unique for a chosen constant c) can be expressed in terms of r 2 .
It has been a relevant problem in General Relativity the study of the existence and uniqueness of space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature in globally hyperbolic connected Lorentzian manifolds having a compact Cauchy surface (GHLCS), and the existence of foliations by such hypersurfaces. Here we are treating only the case M × N with a simple product g × −h. The metric of a GHLCS is conformally equivalent to a a warped product metric. For example, if (M, g) is closed and R is endowed with the metric dt 2 and α : M → R is any positive smooth function ( the lapse function), then spacelike graphs Γ f in (M × R, g − α 2 dt 2 ) exist with prescribed mean curvature H : M → R for any function H satisfying M HαV ol M = 0. These graphs are unique up to a constant (i.e, if Γ f is a solution then Γ f +d is also a solution). This was proved by Akutagawa ([1]) using the invertibility of the Laplace operator for closed M . In particular, if H is constant, then the submanifold must be minimal. On the other hand on Robertson-Walker spacetimes the slice hypersurfaces have constant mean curvature, and recently, Alíais and Montiel [3] proved that under certain conditions on the warping function, these are the only closed examples. Gerhardt [11] proved that GHLCS spaces can be foliated by constant mean curvature hypersurfaces if the big bang and the big crunch hypothesis is satisfied and if a time-like convergence condition holds.
Spacelike graphs
Now we take in the product M × N the pseudo-Riemannian metric g × −h. If f : M → N then we denote by
and identify the set Γ f with the embedding Γ f , and letg = Γ * f (g × −h) = g − f * h. Assume that f satisfies h(df (X), df (X)) < g(X, X). Theng is a Riemannian metric of Γ f , that is Γ f is a space-like submanifold of (M × N, g × −h). Let H denote the mean curvature of Γ f . Note that H is a time-like vector.
The following formulas hold:
Lemma 2.1. If Γ f has parallel mean curvature, then:
, where c 2 = − H, H (g×−h) .
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of lemmas 1,2 and 3 of [16] with some adjustments on the sign of h. So we omit it.
Taking X i a o.n. basis of T p M that diagonalizes f * h, i.e, df (X i ) = λ i e i , for i ≤ k where e i is an o.n. system of T f (p) N , and df (X i ) = 0 for i ≥ k + 1, we conclude that ag ≤ f * h ≤ bg, and Let Γ f be a spacelike graph with parallel mean curvature. Using Lemma 2.1
Thus, 
for some constant C ′ and Theorem 1.4 is proved.
Now let us now assume N is oriented of dimension one with global vector field "1". If
. Similarly to the Riemannian case [15] , we can obtain a formula:
Proof of Theorem 1.5.
We obtain (1.3) by integration over D of (2.5) and use Stokes. (1) is an immediate consequence of the definition of h(M), and (2) is a consequence of the extended theorem of Stokes due to Gaffney [10] applied to (2.5). x |x| , where the gradient of r is w.r.t. the metric g. Hence , ∇r g = 1 and ∆r = (m−1) coth r. We observe that r 2 is smooth. Let us write f = φ(r) with φ : R + 0 → R. Then ∇f = φ ′ (r)∇r, and so (1.1) applied to f becomes equivalent to
Using the above properties of r we get
With the substitution w(r) = φ ′ (r) the equation becomes
The next step is to reduce this differential equation to a linear one through several changes of variables. First write (3.1) as
. Assume first the sign +. Then
which equation is linear. Let us first suppose c = 1. Then, the general solution of (3. 
where θ(t) and O(t k ) are analytic functions of the form
Then we have
, and 
For A close to zero,
we have O(A 5 ) = O(s 5 ) and Since r 2 (x) is smooth on all H m , we conclude that f (x) is, too. Finally, for each x = 0 fixed, the function c → f c (x) has non-zero derivative. Moreover, Γ fc+d (x) = Γ fc+d ′ (x ′ ) implies x = x ′ and d = d ′ . So we have two possible foliations, either varying c or d. Note that O(r 4 ) also depends on c. .
Proof of Proposition 1.3
We solve c = (2.5) for f = φ(r). In this case we follow the previous proof, with the following replacements: and proving its smoothness.
We also note that the hyperboloid with k = n is obtained in the same way, by taking r(x) = x the Euclidean norm.
